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just finished a survey on diversity. It asked the question of
what do I think of when I hear that word. I think the survey
was really asking about personnel interactions. The word

"diversity" doesn't often make me think of that unless I'm
participating in "office" training, because I work in an Arboretum
where "diversity" is busting out all the time with all its possible
variations and most often its beauty.
In our new Aloe Trail, we don't just have aloes (although the
diversity of aloes there is amazing), we have examples of other
South African plants that most uproariously show off the diversity
of the plant world. That same day I also heard a radio program
on our struggling California Condor. The Arboretum also shows
how diversity allows for plants to flourish or become threatened
in their environment and how we can try to help them continue
to flourish as is the case with the California Condor.
Pondoland Palm or Dwarf Coconut Palm or as Xhosa-speaking
AmaMpondo call it, uMkomba, is an example of both of my
musings on diversity. A small specimen of that wonderful palm
was just moved to our new Aloe Trail. Look for a scruffy, little
palm at the northernmost end of the new pathway off to
the west on a mound. That scruffy plant is the offspring of a
vulnerable palm in its native habitat, but like the Condor, it is
now beloved by those who know it. This helps spread the palm
to other places like Southern California, but doesn't necessarily
protect it in its native habitat.
If you would like a little more adventure in The Arboretum, try
looking for the larger, Jubaeopsis caffra which resides behind a
grove of saw palmettos (Serenoa repens) directly south of the road,
south of the Adobe.
Its native habitat is just two river deltas (5 1/2 to 8 miles apart)
on the eastern coast of South Africa, in the district of Lusikisiki.
One of the river areas is now in the Mkambati Nature Reserve

which was a former leper colony until 1950's. The palm grows
right along the river on steep sandstone cliffs all the way to the
ocean. Because the leper colony did not impact the landscape,
the palms have continued to flourish in this limited area.

This palm is also interesting, because its closest palm relatives
are the Chilean Wine Palm {Jubea chilensis, also here at The
Arboretum with beautiful specimens) and the Forest Coconut
{Voanioala gerardif). These other two palms are also monotypic
genera (a kind of plant that doesn't have any other close
relatives) and from very limited habitats like uMkomba. The
Chilean Wine Palm is from Chile and the other is from the
coast of northeastern Madagascar. Imagine what the Earth's
landforms looked like when these palms grew 'near' each other.
That certainly stretches our image of 'diversity'. These palms
are also considered a close relative of the Coconut palm {Coco
nucifera), whose place of nativity is highly disputed, but currently
is thought to have originated in the Gondwanaland that split
and created the Pacific and Indian Oceans and left the Malaysian
Peninsula behind. That would again place it in the vicinity of
the others. The uMkomba fruit does look like a dwarf coconut
and is foodstuff for the AmaMpondo as well as local animal
populations. It even contains 'coconut milk'.
Yes, when I think of diversity, the first thing that comes to my
mind is how plants have broadened my thinking and yes, that
does apply to personnel interactions and makes me realize how
wonderful human diversity is too.
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